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In-Service Education Within Sdhools: A Comparative Perspective

By
Bayoumi
Dahawy
Faculty of Education - Suez Canal University
Ismailia - Egypt
Visiting Scholar, Institute for International Studies in Fanr.ation,
School of Education, University of Pittsbargh, PA 15260
(January to June 1990)

ABSTRACT

There is a great need for better programs of in-service education,
ac.....sording to the rapidly changing culture and its implications for curriculum
ahange, the continuing increase in pupil involvements and numbers of

teachers, the need for improved school leadership and the continuous
additions to our knowledge in general and about children and youth and the
learningprocess in particular. Therefore, school based in-servioatraining
sessions learning within one's own teaching environment wand do much to help
encourage more teachers to adopt a more positive attitude to regearing and
revitalizing teaching techniques.

and Methodology:
1.

What is the definition of in-service education and
why is it important?

2.

How can the teaCher education level be improved

3.
4.

through in-service educatimn?
How to raise the itatus of teaching profession?
Tb What extent can sdhool paay a vital role in inservice education?

5.

Tb what extent can Egyptian sdhools benefit from
Engliah and American schools?

The Comparative Study of G. Bereday with its four steps will be applied in
dhis study.

Same of the Main remmats:
1.

The value and importance of Egyptian teachers/ tasks toward

their profession.
2.

The advantages of the aver-population of the teachthg forces
for-in-service education.

3.

Thous& of retirees, expertice as advantages for inservice education.
The closedrelationships between the teachers and other societal *
agencies.
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In-Service Education Within Scbools:
A Comparative Perspective'
By
Haltom& 14. Dahawy
Suez Canal University
Ismailia-Egypt
Visiting Scholar, Institute for International Studies in Education, Schaal
of Education, University of Pittsburgh, PA 1.5260 (January to June 1990)

Introduction

According to Temorrow's Teachers, the Holmes Grow asks that the
education of teachers become more solid intellectually; that distinctions
between beginners and more ccreetent teachers be recognized, entrance
standards into the profession be raised, and the education of teachers be
undertaken through active cooperation amung universities and schools. Above
all, in their schools and classrooms, teachers must exerciqe a greater degree
of autonomy and professional leadership than they do now.'

Hcwever, school is inezeasingly being seen in countries as a major
initiator of and focus for in-service.education oft:meters.

P. Perry in his

final conclusions of the Stockholm Conference on Strategies for SchoolFocused support structure for teacher in changeand innovation claimed that:
"The case has been cogently made that to ensure true implementation of
change...we must work with teachers in the place and in the situation where
change is taking place. The cise is made with equal cogency that the school

building is the context in which all needs at all levels of the system
ultimatedy came togethee...He also offered a definition: "School-focused
training is all the strategies employed by trainers and teachers in
partnership to direct training programs in suCh a way as to meet the
identified needs of the scbool and to raise the standards of teaching and
learning in the classroom."'

Therefore, the teacheris looked upon as one of the basic constituents
of the educational system, and must, therefore be placed in focus when
considering the development and betterment of the educational service being
Inspired by this fact, the Egyptian
rendered to students in the school.
govenurealt calls for re-euelhasizing the attention paid to the preparation and
the professional career of the teacher, i.e. the importance to be lent not
only to pre-service education prtgrams, but to the continued in-service
training programs for the development of teachers' professional campetence.4

preblem and Hethodoloav

In line with the goals and objectives of National Development and to
the social, cultural, and educational needs of the population, the goals of
education are the following:
.
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1.

Planning a sound and stable educational policy for the
education of teachers with the aim of msetin4 the country's
needs and achieving the desired stability for teachers.

2.

Responding to the requirements of new communities, meeting

the basio need of the citizens there, achieving better
productive efficienay standards and applying apphisticated
teChnology.
3.

Achieving lifelong continuing education through extending
the scope of education multiplying its institutions and
attempting to remove balriers between formal and non-formal
education, while at the Same time, providing citizens wit')
a variety of developing educational opportunities.'
Therefore, one of the main features of years three and four
of the Five-Year Educational Plan (1984-85 and 1985-86) was
that: upgrading the academic and professional performance
level of teachers.through:

a.

Re-considering the preservice education programs, and

b.

in-service
an
Continuing
professional competence.6

developuent

of

teachers'

over and above, the major persisting problem the Egyptian educational system
has been suffering framwere identifiedithrough an extensive analysis of the
actual educational practices all aver the country. The most crucial problems
had to do with financial resources, quality of education, ladk of scientific
planning, outdated curriculum, and poor teadher education. These prOblems,
as well as some others, have contributed to magnify the discrepancy between

the outputs of the educational system and the societal, economic, and
cultural needs of the country.'

'20 overcome these Shortxxxmings in the system of education in igypt,
deep studies should be held, taking into consideration the different societal
acpects from different dimensions.
The shortcoming of pre-service education for teachers has been examined
in many interesting studilits on the individual levee as well as on the group

Despite all of these efforts, there still needs to be more
level:"
'examination to cope with the changes that occur within and without a society.
The main interest of this study is to deal with the second and major
part of teadher education, in-service'education, mainly through sdhools'
efforts at different level of schooling, with cooperation with other related
agemies and interested institutions, suah as, educational directorates and
university colleges.
The gtudy's Assumptions and Ouestiona:

To address this problem,

this study planned to examine these

hypothesis:

3

1.

The level of teacher education might improve if in-service
education programs take place within the schoolenvironment.

2.

Teachers might achieve same of their professional needs if

theytakeresponsibilityofup-raisingtheirgualifications.
3.

Teachers may achieve 1 and 2 if these schools become centers
of in-service education, and have free and regular time for
attendance.

These hypotheses might transfer to these questions:
1.

What ia the definition of in-service education and why is
it important?

2.

How can the teadher level of education be improved through
in-service education programs?

3-

How can the status of the teething profession be raised?

4.

To what extent can sdhool play a vital role in organizing
and administrating the in-service education programs?

5..

TO What extent can Egyptian sdhools, under their current
conditions, benefit from experiences in other societies?

To investigate these hypothesis.and to answer these questions, this study
would like to follaw one ogthe coMparativerethodological approadhes, George
Bereday's in particular.'"
This approadh will suit this study for two
reasons. The first becaure of its nature as a case study, whith is dealing
with one major society experience (U.S.A.). The second because of its nature
aS a comarative study, dealing with three different societies (U.S.A., U.K.,
and Egypt).
The main steps of this comparative education approaCh are:

a. Description
b. Interpretation
c. Juxtaposition
d. Comparison

These four steps and the background of the approadh had been experimented
clearly in full detai/ by the author in a previous study."
Therefore, this
paper will not go ,:orward.

In the following pages, the study tries to test and
answer its

hypotheses and guesticms.
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In-service educatiOn is usually distinguiShed from pre-service
education simply by the time and sequence.
It is not uncommon for inservice education to be confused with supervision.
This is understandable
since the term supervision itself is used with a great variety of meaning.
A distinction, however, needs to be drawn.
The range of supervision activities tends to be rather broad, including
public
relations,
instructional
materials
development,
curriculum
development, and evaluation of instruction.
In-service education on the
other hand, is concerned with much more limited tasks, namely the development
of instructional staff members as professional practitioners, in such ways
as to have a reasonably direct impact upon the quality of instruction offered

in the sdhool or college.

It is the emphasis upon instruction whidh

separates sepervision fraa many other facets of the sehool operation, but it

is the emphasis on the development of instructional staff uembers as
practitioners Whidh distinguishes in-service education from the larger
function of instructional supervision.

It's important, also, to distInguidh programmatic efforts at staff
improvement from individeal efforts for professional growth. This is not
intended to denigrate the importance of individual efforts, but to.reflect
an emphasis on the crucial inportance of planned programs if in-service needs
are to be met.
Broadly defined, in-service education must include all
activities aimed at the improvement of professional staff uenbers.2
However, the meaning and function of in-service education are:
In-service education is a process for change;
Changes through in-service education take place in an
organizational dontext;
In-service education is a process for planned dhange; and

In-service education is one of several organizational
Changes and takes place through personal development.3
It is seen clearly, that in-service education is one of several means
for bringing about personal changes.
Personal dhange is only one of the
several classes of plannedchange in organizations. Changes may be unplanned
as well as planned, and formal organizations sudh as sdhools and educational
directorates have both maintenance and Change operations.
In-service
edudation, then, is defined as being for both change and maintenance, planned
and goal directed, rather than unplanned.

It Should be apparent from the foregoing analysis that in-service
education is one of several sources of Change in organizations. A major
source of change comes through the use of authority.
Same Should suggest
that authority' is an overused and sameWhat ineffective ueans.of getting
Change, but the fact remains that all change in the organization nust take
intO account authority relations. Furthermbre, same changes can be brought
about by use of authority alone.
Changes in goals that may change the
organization in dramatic ways are clearly functions of authority.
t>
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A final source of dhange, and thn one which involves in-service
education most directly, is that of personal develppment. Since individuals
carry out the tasks of the organization, all organizational changes depend
to scme extent on the willingness and ability of people to change their ways
of doing things.

In an organization suCh as a sdhool, where members aspire to
professional autonomy and status, personal development is seen as everybody's
job.

Members may feel a responsibility_to meet their own needs either

individually or in small voluntary groups."
The Importance of In-Service Education

The reasons for in-service education hardly need recounting for they
have been widely described in the literature for more than thirty years. A
FUndamantally, in-service
brief review brings to mind several points.
education programs are important for the following reasons:
1.

Preservice preparation of professional staff members is
rarely ideal and may be primarily an introduction to the
field rather than professional preparation as slid:.

2.

3.

Social and educational change makep-current professional
practice obsolete or relatively ineffective in every Short
This applies to methods and techniques,
period of time.
tools and sUbstantive knowledge itself.
Coordination and articUlation of instructional practices
Even when eadh instructional
require dhanges in people.
staff meMber is functioning at a highly professional level,
employing an optimum number of themost effectivepractices,
sudh an instructional program might still be relatively
uncoordinated from subject to subject and poorly articulated
from year to year.

4.

Other factors argue for in-service education activities of

Morale can be stimulated and
rather diverse kinds.
and is a
maintained through in-service education,
contrikutionto instruction in itself, even if inetructional
improvement of any dynamic kind does not occur.6

Mbreover, Stephen Corey argues that there is a great need for a better
programs of in-service education, according to the rapidly changing culture
and its implication for curriculum change, the continuing increase in pupil
enrollments and nuMbers of teachers, the need for improeXischcca leadership,
the continuous additions to our knowledge in general and particularly our

knowledge about Children and youth and the learning process.

All,

in

accumulation, meanthat professional school people need to work continuously
to keep abreast of what they must know and must be able to do. They need
help in the form of carefUlly planned and creative programs of in-scrvice
education./6
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He also adds that the modern concept of in-service education, with its
heavy emphasis upon cooperative problem-solving, is in considerable degree
a result of Changes in our ideas about human notivation and the way learning
occurs within an institutional setting.
In-service education of school
personnel has always had as its Objective the improvement of 'professional
tehavior.17

In the same volune, C. G. Hass stated that "the major reason for inservice education is to promote the continuous improvement of the total
professional staff of the school system.

All teachers, administrators, and

supervisors :must constantly study in order to keep up with advances in
subject matter and in the theory and practice of teaching.
Continuous inservice education is needed to keep the profession abreast of new knaeledge
and to realize creative abilities.

There are a number of facts and factors which make clear the need for
in-service education, such as
a.

the continuing cultural and social changes which create a
need for curriculum change,

b.

pre-service education cannot adequately prepare menbers bf
the
public
school
professional
staff
for
their
responsibilities,

c.

increase in pupil enrollment,

d.

the present and continuing increase in the number of
teachers,

e.

the present and continuing Shortage of adequately prepared
teadhers,

f.

the present and continuing need for improved school leaders,

g

the maintenance of familiarity with new knowledge and
subject matter, and

h.

the increased skill

in providing for the individual

differences among pupils./B

Furthermore, J.C. Parker, in his Guidelines For In-Service Education,
presented an operati'mal principle or a criterion which nay consistently
direct or guide individual and group action in planning, organizing, and

conducting in-service education activities.

These are:

I.

1.

People work as individuals and as members of groups on
problems that are significant to them.

2.

The same people who work on problems formulate goals and
plan how they will work.

7
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3.

Mhny opportunities are developed for people to relate
themselves to each other.

4.

Continuous attention is given to individual and to group
problem-solving processes.

5.

Atmosphere is created that is conducive to building mutual
respect, support, permissiveness, and creativeness.

6.

MUltiple and rich resources are made available and are used.

7.

The simplest possible neans are develpped to move through
decisions to actions.

8.

Constant encouragements are present to test and to try ideas
and plans in real situations.

9.

Appraisal is made an integral part of in-service activities.

10.

Continuous attention is given to the interrelationship of
different groups.

11.

The facts of individual differences among nembers of eadh
group are accepted and civilized.

12.

Activities are relatedto pertinent aspects of the current
educational, cultural, political, and economic scenes.19

In the following pages we will examine the second, the third, and the
foUrth questions which havebeen raised by this study in order to identify
the current problem. This would be done through the first and second steps
of George Bereday's approaCh of CoompeeMtive&Wcation, nainly the area study
whidh include the description and interpretation steps.
TO put these two steps into practice, a description of the issue of inservice education in the United Kingdom and its specific initial conditions
will be addressed. F011owing that, the case of in-service education in the
United States of America through the same procedures will be examined.
School-Based In--Service Education in the United Kingdom
The schooris increasingly being seen in oceint.ries as a major initiator
of and focus for In-Service Education, ef Medlars (INSET). Perry (1977), in
his final conclusions of the Stockholm Conference on strategies for schoolfocused sppport structure for teacher in dhange and innavatien claimed that

"the case has been cogently made that to ensure true inplemientation of
thange...we must work with teadhers in the place and in the situation where
thange is taking place.

The case is made with equal cogenpy that the school

building is the context in which all needs at all levels of the system
ultimately come together." He also offered a definition: "Sdhool focused
training is all the strategies employed by trainers and teadhers in
8
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partnership to direct training programs in such a way as to meet the
identified needs of the sCh2ol, and to raise the standards of teaching and
learning in the classroom.°'

In the United Kingdom, a nationally distributed pamphlet suggested
several 31445ET methods of a less conventional kind:
1.

A home econceics teacher spends a day in another school to
find out about a new Child-care course.

2.

'No deputy heads in very different primary schools exchange
jobs for one week to broaden their experience.

3.

A large comprehensive school timeta'Ae frees staff for one

week each year to work on mated ,s preparation with the
resource center coordinator.
4.

TWo colleagues in the same school systematically observe
each other teaching over a term and discuss their
observations after each session.

5.

A group of couiprtharsoive school staff developing a new
integrated-studies curriculum invites a Teachers, Center

warden to coordinate a term long school based course
involving outside speakers.
6.

A college of education offers a Week-long course for primary
schools for four weeks in succession. Each of four members
of staff attend in thrn, thus having a similar experience.
College staff foliar up .by visiting the schools.

7.

Two Local Education Authority (1114) advisors offer a schoolbased ccurse of eight weekly sessions on primary math. They
spend from 3-3.45 working with teachers in their classrooms
and from 4-5.30 in folltyw up workshop/discusiion sessions.

8.

A university award-bearing =arse for a group of staff from
the same school includes a substantial school-based
component.

9.

A sdhool runs a conferenoe on %ping COmprehensive" WhiCh

begins on Friday morning, in school time, and ands on
Saturday afternoon.
Outside speakers include a chief
advisor, a comprehensive head and a university lecturer.
As a result, seyeral working parties run throughout the
following year.o''

However, secondary schools in several countries have designated a
senior member of staff as the equivalent of a professional tutor. In the
United Kingdom, for instance, several local education authorities have
encouraged schools to develop their own in-service policies and program and
to appoint a professional tutor with responsibilities for initial induction
9

and in-service training,22 although in most schools these are split between
two or more.experienced staff. Thus, in one secondary sdhool, a deputy head
co-ordinates the poofessional development program and concentrates on that

aspect aimed at experienced teadhers.
He is assisted by a less senior
colleague who looks after probationary teachers and student teachers. The
sdhool's professional development committee is Ohaired by the deputy head,
with the tutor acting as secretary, and the memtemnship is made up of teacher
representatives, the LEA's generaljuivisor for the school, and the liaison
tutor from a college of education."
Therefore, the Britidh governmental

pamphlet already referred to the Department of Education and Science to
recommended sdhools in England and Wales to devise an OSET program focused
on the needs of individual teadhers, functional groups (e.g. departmental
terms) and the whole school staff:a"

Perhaps the simpleatway to summarize and clarify the nature of sehool

focused INSET is to compare and contrast it with the two most common

alternatives:

the long course and the thort course.

The long course will include the in-service B. Ed., and the Advanced
Diploma in Education and M. Ed. Characteristically sudh courses would:
a.

Last up to three years;

b.

Be located off the sdhool site at a university or college
of higher education;

c.

Be staffed by university or college lecture who would also
initiate and design them;

d.

Be attended by indiVidual teadhers from different schools;

e.

Be aimed at meeting the professional and, to some extent,
the personal educational needs of.individual teadhers;

f.

Take place away from the teachers' classrooms and sdhools
and thus in an off-thwleb or odurse-embedded context;

g.

Concentrate on conveying knowledge about theory, research
and sUbject discipline;

h.

Use teachingmethods like lectures, tutorials anddiscussion
gralPs;

i.

Normally result in an academic award or accreditation which
would often be an aid to a salary increase or promotion;

j.

Rarely involve any follow up contacts at the end of the
course; and

k.

Rarely be evaluated by the providing agency for impact upon
teaching performance or school change.°

10

The dhort courses in the United Kingdom include evening or weekend
conferences or courses of, say, ten weekly two-hour sessions on topics like
and
Evaluation.
School
In-Sdhool
Management,
Primary
Science,
Characteristically, sudh courses would
a.

Last for no more than one term of ten weeks;

b.

Be located mainly, but not exclusively, off the school site

at A teadhers' center, 'cällege of higher education or
university;

.

C.

Be staffed mainly by staff fram this external center who
wculd normally initiate and design the course;

d.

Be attended mainly by individual teadhers from different
sdhools, but sometimas by pairs or groups from the same
school;

e.

Be aimed at meeting the vocational development needs of
individual teadhers in the hope that this would improve
their work in school;

f.

Mks place away from the teachers' classromas and schools
and thus in an off-the-lob and course embedded context;

g.

Concentrate on practioal knowledge and skills but at a
fairly high level of generality;

h.

Use teaching methods like workshops, simulations and films
as well as lectures and discussion groups;

i.

Sometimes lead to an accreditationwhich may be recognized
for promotion (but not salary) purpases;

j.

Scoatimes involve follow-up visits by the course staff
to the teachers in their schools; and

k.

Sometimes be informally evaluated by the providing away
tor impact upon teaching performance or school change.°P

The school focused INSET activities include staff conferences, and
follow-up activities, staff development programs and consultancy visits.
Maracteristically, such activities would:
a.

Vary considerably in length but rarely extend beyond one
year;

b.

Be mainly school-based but sometimes take place off-site at
another sdhool or a teadhers' center, etc.;

C.

Be staffed by teadhers from the sdhool ikrld by external
advisors and invited contributors or consultants;
11
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d.

Be initiated, aid often designed, by the school in the light
of school and group policies;

e.

Be attended by individuals groups, or the whole staff from
the school and sometimes biy outsiders;

f.

Be aimed at the group and the whole staff (i.e. system)
development needs of the school;

g.

Sometimes, but not usually, take place in the classroom, or
same other on-the-job or job,embedded context;

h.

Concentrate on practical knor4edge aild skills of a jobspecific and problem solving kind;

i.

Use experience-basal "teaching" methods like job rotation,
classroom observation by peers, visits to other sChools and
organization development, as well as lectures, discussions,
films, etc..;

1.

Only rarely lead to any kind of award, aooreditation, salary
increase or promotion;

k.

Noma lly invcilve follai-vp work as an integral part of the

activity; and
1.

Sometimes be fonnally evaluated by school stief for impact
upon teaching periormance and school change.".

.

Having examined

the school's role in in-seivios eduostiOn. in the United
Kingdom with the emphasis of the different kin& of program*. ifitriduoed by

the loc.:al authorities whether long or short cdursestlirOgrems, it is
important hare tc woman* the role played by the teadler.:banters 1.In the
United Kingdom, concerning the same issue.

21sravinesantargualtigunitimuumke
British Teachers, Centers. !aim no 'Set pattern endi the:precise number
of them is difficat to assess. The School's Ozirloi140okOridtbetewel* 544
in April 1977. The School's Ccuncil for 0.3rricU1uaranailbiamthjitiOar
in 1964* as a national kody with majoritY'. of teachert ori-qts gOverning
council and main committees, encouraged the' settittrup
teacher
centers:
In Working Paper No. 10, it was suggested that Centers should be
.
established

se uP

'Wilma

.

.

.

.

"tc..give teachers a setting within which naw objectives can be
discussed and defined, and new ideas on Content anctiorthoOs'in a
variety of subjects can be aired. .to OcatrikutetOthe aval tation
of materials before they, are pubiished and to'hiekt-back'Oisments,
criticisms and suggestions for improvement. . (to keep teachers)
informed abcut research and development in progress. (so that)
12
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they can prepare themselves to appraise and modify, according to
their own estimation of individual and local need4.the materials
which may eventually become generally available."I'L

Toward the end of the Working Paper, a statement, important to both the
history of the development of Teachers' Centers and to an understanding of
their present stage of development, urged that:
"...the native power should come primarily from local groups of
teachers accessible to one another; (and) that there ahould be
effective and close collaboration between teadhers and all those
who are able to offer close collaboration...that is, the support
serviced o Advisors, Inspectorate, and institutions of initial
training."'
The variety of Teadhers' Centers found in United Kingdom is a function of the
great diversity of structural patterns adopted by local education
For example, one local education authority (LFA) in the
authorities.
southeast of England, with a population of 1.25 million, has set up nine
These are located either in small, redundant schools, colleges of
Centers.
farther education and youth centers; or in suitable rooms made available in
sChools themselves. Inmost cases, there is a comfortable lounge, workroom,
Eight of the pine centers
small library, and audio-visual resource area.
have a part-tima warden, a.practicing teadher Who epends half of his/her day
in a school with a specific teadhingccemitment, the other half bothvisiting
other sdhools in his/her area (finding out what teadhers want) and in the
center arranging programs, organizing, courses, and possibly leading
discussion and development groups. The ninth center has not yet employed a
warden.
This is because in his authority, the general policy has teen to
leave a committee of locai teachers to start things off, usually in temporary

accommodation, and if the need arises, then to step in and provide more
permanent premises and staff.

A second LEA, with a population of around half a million, has five
centers. One of them is newly purpose-balt on the campus of a large (over
secondary sdhool; the others are located in premises
2000 pupils)

Here, the wardens are full-time
conveniently vacated and adaptable.
appointments to the centers and have considerable status and freedom to do
what they asses the teaChers want and need.

A third LEA, population just over one million, has a auch mdre
coordinated organization. Its eleven centers are a combination of specialist
centers (for example, in educational technology) and general centers. The
wardens, often head teachers of primary schools, are head of departments in
secondary sdhools, are 2ull-timeteadhers and run their canters after school
for whidh they are paid extra. This authority has a sdhools council of its

modelled on the now defUnct national Sdhools COuncil, and makes
available to all its sdhools the.termly programs of what is happeming in
every center in the county.
own,

During its existence, the national Schools Council had no authority

whatsoever aver teadhers and does not want it, but rather engages in
13

stimulating and encouraging local developmult of Teachers' Centers and
curriculum development in Britain in general."'

In the late seventies, calls for the reform of the Council, and even
for its total abolition emanated from both Labor and Corelereative parties.
At the time, this was regarded as a measure of the success of the Council in
initiating and providing a forum and framemaek for grassroots and public
discussion of educational issues. However these calls presaged the eventual
demise of the Schools' Council.
The decline of the Council and the general

contraction in the U.K.

educational system during this period had a

deleterious effect on the Teachers, Centers movement.

So, much of the future

work of Teachers, Centers depends on both a move toward school based inservice edwation and money being made available for in-service training
activities.4'

These general and broad ideas about the Teachers' Centers in the United.
Kingdom will be compared with the Teachers' Centers in the United States in
the following pages, and will be ready for the Ewptian experience to be used
and Ilnefitted from according to their eocietal conditions.

School-Based In-Service Education in the United Staten

Some American experience is relevant here.
Describing some research
directed at in-service education, Rubin (1964) concluded:
"it was our belief that a school centered approach to professional
growth uruld necessitate an on-site agent, someone able to manage

the program of self-developments.
Moreover, we felt, on the
basis of previous work, thatthe school principal could not serve
this function.
The need to achieve stability amidst change
normally presents the building.administrator with a difficult
role conflict. Moreover, experience has led as to suspect that
one person cannot proficiently serve as the permanent changemaster
in a school. Consequently, in our study, a teacher selected by
his faculty colleagues ard given special leaderalip training, was

used as the training, agent.
The results were extremely
impressive; in fact, that we now conjecture that a practicing
teacher is the best possible trainer of teachers.02
Rubin and Howey (1976) gave examples of similar developments include

the introduction of school-based teacher educators in Houston, United
Statest' and the proposals for a gpecIfic personnel function and in-service
plans within Dutch Secondary schools."'

Other examples of school-focused INSET display features of a more
centralized or managerial kind.
The Montgomery County staff government
program, for instance, is a district level scheme which is based upon
specificperformance expectations for each teacher, and the Lincoln district
uses a variant .onjmanagement by objectives for its staff appraisal and
development scheme."'
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f.

A particular study was made of the actual and potential contribution of
Teachers' Centers to school-focused INSET in Cal i fornia."° As Howey rightly
observes in his synthesis report, there is considerable diversity not only

between countries and cultures, but within countries in terms of those
structures and operations which are referred to as Teadhers, Centers. He
goes on to argue that:
"while many Teacher Centers are sChool-focused in nature, others
It is difficult to generalize, but the differences
are not.
between some Teachers' Centers and other forms of in-service which
are specifically school-focused would include the following:
1.

The primary focus in most Teadher Centers guite obviously

is on teachers;

while nany school-focused in-service

endeavors tend to attend to the needs of all educational
and educational-related pexsommel in a school building.
2 .

The focus in many TOAChers' Centers tend to be more on
individual teadher needs and interests, while in nany
school-focused endeavors there is at least some attention
to problems which are best attended to by the entire faculty
or close working groups within that faculty.

3 .

4.

Many TeaChers, Centers have a district or regional focus;
Other
they attend to the needs of a nuniber of sdhools.
forms of school-focused in-service concentrate their
energies more directly on individual schools.

There is an effort in nany Withers' Centers to develpp
better linkages and coordination between and among the
plethora of agents and agenciea whiCh are to some extent
involved in the continuing education of teachers. ln other
forms of school-focused in-service, a variety of persons
external to the school are called upon, but the primary goal

is to attend to the needs of tbeJndividtil Whoa and not
serve as a coordinating agency.
Bdwever it would be a good idea to examine Ttathers, Centers in the
Veited States in full detail.
Teachers

Centers in the United Staten

Over the past ten years, a nationwide grcup of American educators have
developed the idea ix! a wall, informal, sometimes indepenlentv sometimes
school district sponsored work places where alimentary teachers bane co their
own,. initiative, to work on curriculum for their min clatsroces. Mei work
with the help of practical-minded professors or master teachers and with each
other, largely in the spirit of colleagues exchanging rather than experts
training.

Such programs are places where teachers come to work tcgether, receive
But they also may be a staff of
instruction, or Share self-instruction.
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advisors, who go out to helpteadhers in their sdhools, working in the spirit
of finding teachers' own starting points for improvement.
A number of
characteristics make these organizations different from
conventional
programs:
1.

They offer teachers fresh curriculummaterials and/or lesson
ideas,
emphasizing
active,
exploratory,
frequently
individualized classroom work--not textbodk or workbook
study.

2.

These programs

3.

Teachers' Center instructors are themselves classroom
teachers, sharing their otenisnactical, classrocm developed
materials; or they are advisorsformally classroos

engage teachers in making their own
curriculum Isrterials, building classroom apparatus, or
involve them in same entirely new learning pursuit of their
own so as to reacquaint them with the experience of being
active, exploratory learners themselves.

teachersuho view their job as stisulating, supliportimg,
and extendingateacher in his/herown directions Of grcerth,
not implementing a new instructional nodal or strategy.
4.

Attendance at Teachers' Center classes ie voluntary--not
prescribedbythe school district--or if indirectlyrequired
(for butance, as a way to spend release time or to earn
advancement credits), prcgrams offered are based on
teachers' expressions of their own training needs and
several choices are offered.J°

small 1n-service programs of this type for elementary school teachers
grow
up almost spontaneously in locations in all parts of the United States
because of the pressuree upon elementary school teachers to refresh
or even
re-learn their changes in schooling:
the change in the curriculum with
diminutiOn Of reliance on textbooks, workbooks and lecture, and increase
of
variety in subject matter, learning style and learning pace; and the
changes
in the classroom population
as a result of racial desegregation.

Teachers' Center practice is at a crossroads in the United States. The
practice to be initiated under the new federal funding has not emerged, and
the prospects for the existing, experienced Centers to survive and develop
are unclear. School funds (allocated from local
preperty taxes), are being
cut back in almost every locality; yet school people see no reduction
in the
instructional and social problems pupils bring to the classroom.
State and
federal governments increasingly attempt to assist local school districts,
but there is disagreement as to whether these financial resources should
flow
with strings attaChed, mandating particular instructional
strategies and
programs, or whether local education agencies should use the state and
federal money at their own discretion.

The new federal Teachers' Center program is one of those fashioned to
assist local schools, and it mandates local discretion in
the design of
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Centerssuch discretion to be exercised by each Center having a policy board
In
made up of local teachers and citizens, with teadhers in the majority.
the concern About democratic procedures for selecting representative policy
boards it will be unfortunate if teachers overlook the need to chcose board

members who exemplify commitment to their own professional growth as
teachers.

In order to create and oversee a Teadhers' Center, something nore

is needed than a majority of properly representative teadhers acting
independently from the sdhool administratione

They must act wisely.

What

is learned is a Teachers' Center--as distinguiehed as what is taughtis
largely controlled by what the participant teachers bring to the center.
They bring their own time, ingenuity, perseverance, their own teaching
successes to build on and share; their willingness to risk learning something

new and to pinpoint areas for their improvement.
Teadhers who evidence
previous investment of this kind in their ovn professional growth or local
curriculum development are needed on the Center's policy board. Only that
depth of experience can both generate an innovative program and verify its
relevance to co-workers.

Another challenge for the inplementation of the new Teachers' Center
legislation in the U.S. is the necessity to broaden the base of teachers
participating in the Center. Meet of the experience with Centers has been
gained by educators whe hold an in-servioecercept of teachers' professional
growth rather than the social district's "delivery of skills."
However, many educators are confident that teacher participation can be
broadened by ;making it possible for teachers to attend during the work day.
Therefore, providing substitutes to take the place of teachers released from
the classroam to work in the Teachers' Center is an expense that few local
school boards seem likely to authorize at a time of declining budgets."'

Howey, in his synthesis report within the International Survey (1986),
argues that there is little doubt that Teachers' Centers have contributed to
in-service practice which is frequently school focused in nature.
The
following eight characteristics might distinguigh the forma of Teachers'
Centers in the U.S.:
1.

They are often governed collaborativelywith greateramounts
of input from classrocia teachers than is typically found in
a non-teacher center program.

2.

They usually have a 'place,' sometimes an entire Wilding,
but often a group of rooms where training and naterials
development aan occur.

3.

Teachers are clearly the primary clients, although other
types of eduaetionperscrimel often participate.

4.

They are devised to serve institutional needs as well as
individual needs, and in rare occasions even both.

5.

Programs typically emphasize the improvement of teaching
skills and the development of curriculum naterials.
17
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6.

to

There appears to beatendency for less informal instruction

with the

sharing of participant expertise occurring

frequently (although there can be considerable input from
outside consultants as well).
7.

Persons responsible for Teachers'

Centers are usually

motivated and possess a recognizable level of expertise.
8.

Funding is often tentative and short-range teacher centers
frequently live from hand-to-mouth, day to day.4°

Moreover, given the diversity of Teachers' Centers referred to above,
it may well be more productive to concentrate on identifying affective roles

and strategies for school-focused INSET by analyzing examples of good
practice,'wherever these occur, and then disseminating descriptions as well
as possible so that providing agencies of all types can adopt and adapt these
methods where appropriate.
In the following pages the study would like to show practical examples

from these Teachers'

Ceners in the United States in the State of

Pennsylvania. All three centers described beloW have been developed in the
PittsburghPublic Schools, though teachers from neaeby districts participate

in the programs on an inter-district basis.

These centers represent

different school levels.

2mtok1ine Elementary Teadhers' Centee
This Center opened its doors in August of 1985. Teachers visiting the
center have the opportunity to experienceprofessional revitalization during
a five-week program.
The center's program has three bas.5c objectives:
1.

Toderamnstratestate-of-the-artinstructionalcurriculumand
school organizatiónal pmactioes.

2.

To revitalize teachers' subject knowledge, instructional
skills and protessional attitudes.

3.

TO develop effective instructional leadership.

Visiting teachers experienoe a three-phmeapracess:

nese_gne:
Orientation and self-aesesment occur at the visiting
teachers' home school.
An interviewer from the center pageants to the
visiting teadher the options available at the °enter.
C011ectively they
develop goals and select experiences necessary for goal achievement. This
self-assessment will be used in developing a five week plan at the center.
ageg.awe:
center.

Direct involvement entails a five weak experiemme at the
The visiting teacher experiences the following main activities in
18

update, seminars
phasetwo: refinmtent of instructional skills, content area initiatives, and
seminars
in
School
District
on child development, training
Visitingteachersrevioetheir
professional growth and development seminars.

goals at the completion of phase two.

returning to home school and
Follow-Through involves
development
prcqram. During this
applying kncwledge gained through the staff closely with the teacher.
phase, the principal will continue to work
Teacher Center with a
There are approximately 600 students at the
The
Teacher Center program
variety of cultural and economic backgrounds:
importantly,
to satisfy the
rise
is organized both to develop staff and,Th_
resident staff is divided into
of
children.
diverse educational needs
three groups:
in working with
Clinical Teachers, who take a leadership role
1.
skills.
visiting teachers to improve their tea0ing

filase_nam:

2.

3.

Development Demonstration Teachers uto demonstrate
specific state-of-the-art instructional curriculum
innovation; and
Replacement Teachers who replace the visiting teachers
after much collaborative planning.

of modeling the highest
The resident teaching staff has the responsibility
levels of instructional competence.
of the program, the
The roles played by each group, a descrtytion
feedback is used to refine and
and
a
description
of
how
sources of funding,
Appendix 1.
amend the development plan are described in full detail in
42
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Middle Teachers' Center
Through its unique programming, the Greenway
district's 15 middle
quality
of
teaching
in
all
the
seeks to impromna the
schools, it:
delivering a
Serves as the "model" saddle school effectively
1.
of the
geared
to
the
unique
needs
unique program specifically
between
and
establishing
the
bond
transient child (ages 11-14)
elenentary and high school years.
2.

assistuaddle
Functions as a special staff development center to
transient
the
skills
needed
to
teach
school educators in refining
clinical
specific
classroom
and
youth. Teachers participate in
their
skill
levels-in
such
areas
experiences designed to increase

'

as:
a.

Increasing the knowledge and application of effective
the Pittaburgh
teadhing skills, as defined by
Model
Supervisory
Instructional
Research-based
(PRISM .
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b.

Inareasing knowledge of the characteristics and needs
of the riddle school child and the bmplications for
classroom instruction.

c.

Increasing each participant's repertoire of teaching
strategies and classroom management techniques.

d.

Providing curriculum and content updates.

3.

Acts as a clearing house and pilot center for new and innovative
middle school programs before they are introduced on a system
wide basis.

4.

Plans, implements, and monitors the involvement of parents,
visitors, and community institutions in the Center's program in
order to promote community acceptance of and participation in the
middle sdhool program.

5.

Provides opportunities for externship experiences at area
universities, within the community, at other sdhool sites,
and at business and industrial workplaces.

6.

Follows through with participants--after they return to
their home schools--to monitor and assist them in applying
the Teadhers' Center experience in their home classrooms.

Since middle school teachers are organized at their home sdhools into
interdisciplinary teadhing teams, members of each team attend the center
together.
During eadh cycle, approximately 20 teachers are selected from
middle sdhools throughout the district to spend "mini-sabbaticals for five
weeks" as visiting teadhers at Greenway.
Eadh is assigned to a Clinical
Resident Teadher, Who assists in planning individualized center experiences
and acts as a clinical observerand critic for the visitor's teaching Skills
and actions.
Other teadhers on the Greenway staff serve as Developmental
Demonstration Teadhers, who mbdel effective teadhing strategies in various
content areas.
Replacement teadhers are employed to teadh the students of
visiting teadhers while the latter attend to the center's staff development
program.

The Teadher Center progrmn is conducted in three phases:
Phase One: Orientation and assessment is conducted at the home school.
This includes development of preliminary Personal Action Plan establishing
individual goals to be accomplished during the Center stay.

Direct involvement includes attendame of workshops,
ilageTWO:
seminars, and instruction in the PRISM, EffActive Teaching Skills Model,
classroom demonstration and practice, teaching clinics, externships, and
interdisciplinary team projects.
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Follow-Through involves continuing contact with the
Mssg.jissn:
visiting teadhers after their return to the home classroom to encourage
implementation of the project
interdisciplinary teadhing
implementation of in-service
to offer peer observation and

planned at the center and development of other
to assist with the planning and
units,
workkhops for other home sdhool teadhers; and
feedback.

A list of responsibilities of eadh group of teadhers involved in the
Teachers' Center program, the interview assessment form, the guidelines for
externships, the personal action plan the followthrowyhpaan, and the timetable of the five week program are included in Appendix 2.
SChenley Hidh Sdhool Teathers' Center

This center opened in Septebber, 1983, after a full 18 months of
development in whidh over 200 of the district's .secondary teachers,
supervisors and administrators participated. TWachers in cohorts (grave)
of 50 from ihe district's other 11 secondary sdhools visited tha center for
eight weeks during whidh they participated in structured experiences to
refine and expand their instructional ekills, increase their sensitivity to
adolescent development, update their professional content knowledge, renew
themselves both personally and professionally, and follow throogn.on the
experience at their home school.
The center was designed to encourage the improvement of teething as a
profession through peer observation of instruction and attendance at seminars
and workkhops on adolescent development conducted by both center resident
teadhers and outside experts. Further, sessions were offered around slibject

area content knowledge designed and conducted by the district's staff
development team.

This experience proceeds through three phases:

assgAng: Orientation and self-assessment occurs at the home school.
During orientation, umbers of the 'leathers' Center staff visit with the
variety of options available at the center. The teadher reviews the goals
and experiences he feels are rewired forcontinued professional growth. The
self-assesamert is facilitated by teacher's principal in 000peration with the
center's coordinator whose responsibility is to serve as liaisonkmttmmen the
teadher's home sdhool and the center. This self-assessment forms the basis
for the teadher's development of his indtvidual plan whiCh he designs upon
arrival at the center.
Essegj2sg: Direct involvement occurs at the center over an eightsweek
During the first two weeks of the cycle, teachers receive training
period.
This
in PRISM (Pittsburgh Research-based Instructional Supervisory Model).

model is based on research of good teadhing and instructional' strategies
which should be used to provide the student sith every opportunity to learn.
They practice these effective teaching techniques in small group sessions
with their peers. High school teachers, for the first time in many years,
have an opportunity to look closely at the profession and exchange views
Also during the first two weeks,
about teaching with their colleagues.
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introductory sessions on adolescent

psychologist and content area

development are conducted by a clinical

orientations are =ducted by .subject

specialists.

they will
During the next six weeks of the cycle, teachers decide how
They can choose from over twenty
divide their time among four areas.
These seminars include
adolescent
development.
seminars on areas related to
activity whidh teachers
topic,
but
also
a
follow-up
not only readings on the
take part.

contentarea knowledge.
The second area involeres reviewing end updating
experiences related to the

It calls for participation in over 35 hours of
These experiences,
teaCher's content area as well as other stbjects.
specialists,
address
both
current curriculum
designed by the content area
They span a brcad
future.
well
as
those
of
the
trends in the district as
learning
styles
of learning
range from ccoputer literacy for educators to
of testing,
teachers
on
the
important
areas
disebled students and forces
questioning, and critical thinking.
and
Teadhers may select seminars related to their own personal
stages
sessions
on
adult
developmental
professional enrichment. Many choose
inlividual project in
or etressearagement. They mieht decide to develop an
spend
a
week
pursuing
a professional goal
cooperation with the director and
available.
whidh
time
has
not
been
they always had but for
work cooperatively
Most importantly-and central to the experience, they expansion
of their
in
the
refinement
and
with a clinical resident teadher
calls for a clinical
This
model,
based
on
PRISM,
instructional skills.
collegially to refine the
resident teadher and two visiting teadhers to work practice new skills and
Visiting
teachers
learn
and
instructional process.
To intensify
tethniques and reoeive feedbadk from the residential staff.

two teadhing
this ncdel, eadh visiting teacher may take part in up to
analysis,
and
conference
led
by
a specially
clinics, a group Observation,
trained clinical resident teadher.

the end of the 8-dweek experience,
EleasaAteele: FolloueTheough:
Followteachers review their goals and enter the third phase of the program,
acquired skills
school
to
apply
the
may
Through. They return to their home
support fran the principal,
and knowledge. The tee:tem:continues to receive
aspects of

in all
as the instructional leader, provides feedbadktakes
an active role
The School-Center coordinator
teadher's home
experienos
into
the
visiting
in implanting the center

Who,

instructional process.
classroom.

ahe Teachers' Center is organized to accommodate not only the program
students,
for visiting teachers, but also, most importantly, for the 900
Scbenley students are
its
doors
eadh
day.
grades 9 through 12 who enter
in
typical of urban students acroes the nation. These studellu; axe involved
In
other
high
schools
in
the
district.
the general curriculum offered at
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addition, students at the center nay enroll in one of three magnet prcgrams:
High Technology, International Studies, or Health Careers.

Sehenley High School Students are instructed by the resident teadhers who
were chosen from among applicants and recruits from across the district.
These applicants had to satisfy a variety of criteria, one ofulhichiess their
ability to effect student achievement.
Once selected, they received and
continue to receive training in all aspects of the instructional model. A
center of 48 teachers on the staff are called replacement teachers. These
teachers are responsible for the instruction of the students of visiting
teachers while they are at the center.

Administration of the center is under the direction of the principal
who is responsible for all programs within the center. The director works
cooperativelywith the.principal and is responsible for the on-going program
for visiting teachers.
However, the Schenley High School Teachers' Center, the only program of
its kind in tle Milted States, is now recognized as an aMbitious, dynamic,

evolving, and significant reply to the nany national concerns about the
education of tcday's teenagers. It demonstrates that pm school district can
met and exceed the demands for excellence in its sdhools by having teachers
update their skills and retUrn to the classroom revitalized to teach.

The District Strategies for Building and Sustaining Change in the
Professional Culture of Secondary Sdhools, including the backgr.und of the
Schenley High Sdhool Center, the program overview the center of excellence
concept, and the applicatioreforms of observation and nonthly summary report
are included in appendix 3.
A Comparative Perspective:

Drawing an these observations of in-service education within sdhools

in both the United Fingdom and the Uhited States of America (mainly in
Pitteburqh, Pennsylvania), the following lessons can be learned:
I.

The in-service programs may be divided into two broad and

overlapping categories. First, those courses which have implications mainly
for the developAent of the individual teacher's skills and resources which
do not involve directW apy other teadher or the general policy of the
sehool.
Second, those courses whidh imply decisionemaking involving more
than one teadher and which may have major implications for the policy of the

sdhool as a whole.

Thos44 courses whose content cannot be applied to an
Courses on
integrated studies, nixed ability teadhing and compensatory education, for
example, nust be khared if they are to be effective.

individual teadhing sAuation defined only by one teacher.

2.
The study agreed with the argunent that claimed that we can no
longer expect the period of initial training to equip a new neuter of the

profession for al), he is likely to encounter in the rapidly dhanging
educational scene."

Therefore, schools nust encourage adaptability and a
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willingness to retrain. .There is etill an unfortunate tendency amongst some
teadhers to regard those who attend in-service education courses as merely
prceotion.
althcugh prcmotion is of course, a perfectly preper iacentive
to professional development, the ihstake is to see attendance on in-service

courses only is invested in career progress and not as a response to a
particular professional need.

It could be that one of the reasons Why some

regard in-service education in this respect is because they feel it has
manifestly failed to engage with real prOblems experienced in the real
teaehing situations.

3. Sdhool-based in-service training sessions learninguithin we's own
teaching environment would do much to help encourage more teachers and more

heads--to adept a more positive attitude to regearing and revitalizing
teething techniques.

Inrservice education is an ieportant process of planned change in
4.
the educational institutions whetteerperwmal changes or development, width
is everyone's job within thewbool.
5.

There are a number of important factors for the in-service

educatiw within sobools as a result of the cultural dhange, social change,
pupil enrollment, maser Of teachers re:Alfred, Wheol leader's style, and the
knowledgeend sUbject natter requirements.

In-service education can take place in two ways, such as in long
6.
and/or short courses, as existed in the case of the United. Eingdom.
7.
Ih both cases the in-service education programs became the main
respcnsibility of the Teechers, Center. The BritishTeachers' Center; fellow

no sat pattern &wording to their function and the divereity of their
StrUctural patterns adaptedby local education authorities. Meanwhile, there
are many similarities between the Tau:146ra' Centers in the U.S. case tecamse
of their certification of goals and objectives, and the power heZd by the
Teachers' Union who are supporting this idea as well as the school board.
8.

There are more details provided in the case of the United States

than the case of the United itthiziam, cencerning: training programs and their
goals and objectives; the teachers attendance and tha relationshitsketween
the local education authoritywildiin the district and the Teachers' Center.
9.
There are more resources of financial support for the Teachers'
Center in the U.S. than in England, which ilk inaffective for its varieties
of trainingpregrans.

Having examined these two cases of countries this study would expect
that it was possible to te able to answer the second, third, and fourth
questicas which have bean raised by this study.

In the following paragraph, the ammo:to the fifth question, which is
dealing with the Egyptian benefits trcethese two cases, will be addressed.
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possible tenefits for Eavotian Schools
Although the Ministry of Education in Egypt still adheres to the policy

line it made with regard to the need for preparation of teachers of all
levels, with its varieties of general, technical and teacher education, at one
source, so that they are all pedagogically-qualified at university level;
this study still holds the position that the initial period of training (preservice) is not enough to equip thcee new rembers of the profession for all
they are likely to encounter in the rapidly dhanging educational
environmental aspects..

FUrthermore

despite the Ministry of Education's efforts to organize

in-service training programs at the central level and at the level of
educational directorates, there is a real need for school-based prcgrams for
forming teadhers of the various disciplines in all stages tohelp improve the

quality of their performance, and to keep them Abreast of the nature of
curriculer programs and textbook contel*

n normally designed by the Head
These programs of in-service edm....
quarter of Teaching Training Centers ii L4ypt which areaccording to the
available sources--seven centers to selrve 26 Governates with its several
educational administrations and dictoratep, with a total of 22,660 sehools,
263,073 classes and 11,106,389 students."'

The final decision About in-service education programs, however, has
been taking on the central levels without any contact with those interek.ed

people (teachers) to meet their demands and professional reqpirements,
leading to carelessness or absence of these prcgrams.
For tuyw long will this way last in Egypt? The current study expects
too long; and this will heuon the Egyptian system of edUcation as a whole.
Therefore this: study provides lessons from the two experiences of the United

Eingdom and the tbited States of America, taking into' consideration the
specific initial condition of the Egyptian society at the time being and in
the future. What can we learn frol this comparative study?
first, based on this study, the authorbelievee that Egypt has the most

imported resources in respect of human resources whether teachers,
The teaching forced cut of these
engineers, doctors, econceists, etc.
specialists is a:large and most ieportamt:one in reality, altbooOhnOt in the
socio-economic status. To raise the SOCIA-43C0110Mic status by raising their
salary and promotion only is not enough, despite the fact that it is very
Thus, another aspect which is more importmnt politically,
important.
economically, socially, and spiritually is to change their attitudes toward
their career.
5eoond, out of those thousands of teacters (noie.than 500,000), a good
percentage believe in their career. Same are working, and same of them are
These are the people wham we should depend on to
already in retirement.
create such Teachers' Centers within their schools so that they're aNailable
to other colleagues in order to exrhange their ideas and experiences, and
also to learn what they are interested in within the teaching environment:
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not in other places like the Educational Directorate or other schools where
there is neither authority nor contact between those people who organize and
design the in-service programs and the participants from the teachers.

Ibiza, with the econcmic situation and the social situation,together,
it might cause some some shortages or some contradictions.
But the study
suggests to start gradually by an alternative way of doing that.
For
example most of the administrative and professional leaders recognize that
the 18,000 science teachers and 16,500 mathematics teachers represent a
surplus over the Egyptian school reqpirements. Still, some weaknesses among
teachers in these two fields exist.
For this reason' the Educational
Authority in Egypt may choose some schools as Teachers' Centers and employ
those excellent, full-experienced and skillful teachers for these centers,
and then invite other teachers to visit the centers and allow those experts

to visit schools to talk to their colleagues about their needs and
requirements.
centers.

In this way, they could share their programs within these

For the other sebjects whidh might have some Shortages

sudh as

languages and technical subjects, there is a huge number of retired whim:tare
ridh in experience and skill, and who are also willing to provide services
and advice to their colleagues with no dharge, except to give them the will
to live.
So, this way it might solve some social aspects as well as the
economic one.
Iegrth, according to the shortages of school buildings, these suggested
Teachers' Centers dhould be located within existing schools.
The experts
must have a teaching load to be.involved in the real teaching environment,
but not the same load as other teachers having no mentoring responsibilities.

Elf= these Teachers' centers should provide an in-service program for
the whole year.
Each program depends on its length and aims on the

participating teachers' (participant) preferences and the experts' assessment

based on their school visits and meetings with their peers.
Also, these
centers differ a000rding to the level of education (Welt: education, general
secondary education or technical semmxkulreducation).
aixth, these Teachers" Centers shouldt be in very close cooperation with
the University College of Education, to benefit from them new ideas, and to
be rware of the nature and the context of the pre-service program of teacher
education. Also, to be in good relation with the educational authority helps
with decision making in particular, and with other educational organizations,
these which should take care of the professional development such as th..
Ministry of Education, Educational Directorate and the Teacher's Union.

geneth, these Teachers' Centers should be in contact with both the

internal as well as the external environment, particularly with parents and
the association, political organization, economic organization, commercial,
social and other community groups.
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